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Abstract: The discussion of “new risks” in the field of social policy started to gain attention

in the late 1990s. It is commonly argued that new risks are provoked by deindustrialization

and/or globalization and that new risks tend to be more concentrated among the young,

women and low skilled individuals. This study commences its inquiry with a scientific

conceptualization of social risk in an attempt to critically rethink the argument of new risk. A

reevaluation of the concept is followed by an empirical investigation of the question whether

there is such a thing as new risk and whether there might be a convergence in the

characteristics of new risk as the literature suggests. A lack of comparative empirical

evidence on new risks in the existing literature calls for an investigation of advanced

economies both from the global West, as well as the East. 18 countries are selected in order

to provide a comparative account to understanding new risk. These are comparatively

analyzed using the fuzzy-set qualitative analysis method (fs/QCA) discover different types of

social risks and to measure degrees of changes in relation to social risk. In sum, this paper

aims to answer two questions: 1) What is new risk? and 2) How do the characteristic of risks

differ in different post-industrial countries? This study contributes to the new risk discussion

not only theoretically and empirically, but also methodologically.
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Introduction1

The discussion of “new risk” or “new crisis” started to gain attention in the discipline of

social policy and welfare state research in the late 1990s (Huber and Stephens 2006, Esping-

Andersen 1993, Esping-Andersen 1996, Esping-Andersen 1999, Pierson 2001, Iversen 2001,

Taylor-Gooby 2000, 2004a, 2004b Hacker 2004, Jenson 2004, Bonoli 2007). It is commonly

suggested that new risks are provoked by deindustrialization and/or globalization. A

convergence is taking place in these arguments as most authors argue that new risks are more

concentrate to mostly among young individuals, women and low skilled persons.

The  argument  posits  that  deindustrialization  exerts  pressure  on  the  welfare  state  in

various ways, translating into increased risk for different groups. Firstly, the economic

growth, which was the foundation of postwar welfare state development, became slower and

secondly, deindustrialization has polarized labour markets and has led to an increase in the

number of precarious workers. Also, the impact of integrated global markets on the welfare

states may constrain the latter from implementing new policy options to offset the negative

implications of these developments (Pierson 1994; Esping-Andersen 1999, Bonoli, George &

Taylor-Gooby 2000, Mishra 1999). Finally, it is argued that the Keynesian policy which used

to manage problems such as an increase in unemployment (Schwartz 2001) is no longer

feasible.  Beck  (1992)  claims  that  a  “risk  society” is  emerging  and  others,  such  as  Webster,

Lambert and Bezuidenhout (2008), describe the changes of the recent past as a “second Great

Transformation”. The increase of precarious work has also gained wide attention in

sociology, economics, politics and in social policy (Blank, Danziger, Schoeni 2008; Gallie,

White, Cheng, Tomlinson 2004, Houseman and Osawa 2006, Hackers 2006, Kalleberg

2000).

Despite  the  production  of  theories  on  new  risk  or  new  crisis,  literature  on  social  risk

seldom devotes itself to discussing the concept of new risk, neither does it fully exploit

scientific methods to dissect the concept of risk. Thus, the concept of new risk is often

1 The early version of this paper was presented in SASE (Society for the Advancement of Socio-
Economics) 21st Annual meeting, July 16-18, 2009 in Paris and published as a paper of the 7th
Annual ESPAnet Conference, Urbino (Italy), 17-19 September 2009. I am indebted to Robert Walker
and David Coleman for their encouragement and guidence. I would also like to thank Charles Ragin
for his help in the method and Kubo Katsuyuki and Ms Heidi Mak for providing data on Japan and
Hong Kong and Bori Kovacs for her editorial help. I especially thank the anonymous reviewer of
COMPASSS working paper for his/her useful comments.
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blurred and the distinctions between old and new risks become inevitably ambiguous, leading

to a lack of good empirical analysis. Therefore, it seems critically important to return to the

discussion of the question of “what is new risk and is it really ‘new’ rather than ‘old’?”

I commence this inquiry with a scientific conceptualization of social risk with in

ambitious attempt to critically rethink the argument of new risk. A rethinking of the concept

is followed by an empirical investigation of the question of whether there is such a thing as

new risk and whether its characteristics convergence as the literature often suggests. A lack

of empirical evidence regarding new risk in the existing literature calls for an investigation of

several advanced economies both from the global West, as well as the East. Hence, 18

countries are examined in order to ground a comparative perspective on the new risk using

the fuzzy-set qualitative analysis method (Ragin 2000, Ragin 2009) to measure the changes

of risk in degree and in kind. In sum, this paper aims to answer two questions: 1) What is new

risk? and 2) How are the characteristics of risk and the trajectories of risk shift differ in

different countries?

Discussions of New Risk

Scholarly literature on “new risk” has focused on the increase of precarious work,

tertiarization, destandardization or casualization of employment, increasing inequality,

greater labour market flexibility, the weakening of labour unions and the fiscal burden on the

welfare states that these social processes have produced. Globalization as one of the

suggested causes of new risk is argued to increase inequality in wages and working

conditions through greater labour market flexibility. Mishra also argues that globalization

produces long term unemployment because it is untenable for countries to adopt Keynesian

approaches to stimulate growth and job creation due to the relaxation and eventual abolition

of government control over capital mobility (Mishra 1999). A change in industrial relations is

also suggested as a cause for new risks.

In his study of the social foundations of postindustrial economies, Esping-Andersen

defines the post-industrialized economy as an economy with a labour market which has gone

through a decline of the manufacturing industry (Esping-Anderson 1999). It is suggested that

the expansion of the service sector replacing the manufacturing sector provided a high

premium for skilled labour and educated people, while pushing low skilled workers in low

value added, low wage jobs at the bottom of the wage structure (Kalleberg 2009, Krugman
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1996). The emergence of new risk is brought on by the gap between provisions of postwar

welfare states and the needs generated by this labour market transition (Esping-Anderson

1999; Pierson 2001, Bonoli 2007, Taylor-Gooby 2004). Hacker (2004) further argues that the

mismatches between risk and the benefits which manage it should be seen as a process that is

highly mediated by politics. Reinvestigating the case of the United States, he concludes that

risks  have  been  privatized,  i.e.  left  to  individuals  or  families  to  cope  with  on  their  own.  In

other words, efforts to update social policies to accommodate changing social risks have

failed, a process he describes as policy drift (Hackers 2004).

Studies above have been successful in drawing attention to the appearance of what has

been called new social risk, particularly in the field of social policy and welfare state

analysis. However, the literature is characterized by some limitations. Firstly, just as a large

share  of  the existing welfare state discussion is Western-biased, the new risk discussion which is

built on the perquisite of western welfare state is also biased. The so called old risk such as old age

and unemployment (Huben and Stephen 2006) are actually more of an issue at present than before in

some other countries such as East Asian countries. High unemployment was seldom witnessed in

NIEs and it can rather be seen as new risk then old risk. The literature on post-industrialization and

new risk is based on studies focusing almost exclusively on advanced economies of Western

welfare states and routinely excludes Asian post-industrial societies. Features of new risks in

East Asian countries may be different or similar to the generally suggested new risks,

indicating new implications for theory and empirically-grounded discussion. Hence, secondly,

the body of scholarship on ‘new risk’ is less sensitive about the potential diversity and

assumes an international convergence without any discussion of the potentially different

characteristics or the different degrees of risk in different countries. To challenge this caveat,

this study starts with a hypothesis that social risk is multidimensional and the characteristics

of risk may vary in different post-industrial societies. Thirdly, analyses of new risk are still in

a somewhat embryonic stage in the sense that most studies argue the emergence of new risk

without fully exploiting comparative empirical evidence. In other words, they fail to

demonstrate how new risks have emerged over time and whether they differ in degree with

reference to empirical data. Discussions on new risk are mostly descriptive. Lastly, the most

critical limitation of the new risk scholarship is the lack of clarity in relation to the concept of

risk, the object of a detailed discussion below.
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Principles of Conceptualization and Conceptualizing Social Risk

The critical review of previous discussion leads us to the question raised in the beginning

of this chapter: What is risk and how can it be measured? Although some scholars have been

successful in making a distinctive contribution to the discussion of concept in social science

(Satori 2009, Goertz 2005), in fact, in most of the social science analysis, concepts are easily

neglected even though they are the central part of most theories (Goertz 2005). Lack of sound

conceptualization is partly due to the deep difference between quantitative and qualitative

analysis. While qualitative researchers are concerned with concepts, their conceptualizations

are often seen nonmathematical and deal with substantive issues. On the other hand,

quantitative researchers have “focused on dealing with producing good quantitative

measures” (Goertz 2005). Goertz argues that a concept involves both a theoretical and

empirical analysis of the object or phenomenon2. This idea would probably go back to Locke

or Aristotle who distinguished “essential” and “superficial” characteristics of an object.

Goertz (2005) who made a substantial contribution in the discussion of social science

concepts, use the example of disease to explain the ontological aspects of a concept:

“Symptoms are caused by disease; however, what the disease is differs from what the

symptoms are.” (Goertz 2005:15). What makes a concept to be that concept is determined by

the essential attributes which should be based on a theoretical discussion3.

The concept of social  risk in this study also consists of two levels,  the theory level and

the empirical level. In the theory level, the essential characteristics of a concept are the

necessary conditions for that concept. This level analyzes the necessary conditions that define

a concept to be that concept. For example, the definition of risk can be very wide as to

describe any kinds of undesirable events that may or may not occur. Risk can be ranged from

as an individual’s sickness to a world war that impacts upon the whole world. The necessary

conditions  which  are  considered  as  the  essential  attributes  pin  down  the  boundary  of  the

concept4. The second level of the conceptualization is the empirical level. It is the level where

2 In other words, concepts are about ontology and that is, “they are theories about the fundamental
constitutive elements of a phenomenon” (Goertz 2006). It is also about the epistemology that it is
based on empirical evidence. In this sense, concepts are multilevel which means that conceptualization
consists of theory discussion and also concepts are dissected through indicators and empirical data.
3 According to Aristotle, “A ‘definition’ is a phrase signifying a thing’s essence”(Cohen and Nagel
1934: 235, quoted by Goertz 2006:71).
4 However, when building a concept, one needs to consider the adverse relationship between the
intension and the extension. Increasing the number of necessary conditions (intension) can decrease
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it is concrete enough to be operationalized by empirical data and indicators. However, each

dimension should all satisfy the necessary conditions of the theory level. For example,

Liberal welfare regime, Social democratic welfare regime and Corporatist welfare regime can

be the three dimensions in the empirical level and they are concrete enough to develop

indicators. In the theory level, it can be argued that old age pension health insurance and

unemployment insurance are the necessary conditions for a state to be a welfare state.

However, all of the three welfare regime must satisfy all the necessary conditions suggested

in the theory level. The necessary conditions in the theory level limit the number of

dimensions in the empirical level. All dimensions in the empirical level are sufficient

conditions  of  the  concept  and  therefore  they  are  substitutable.  In  other  words,  if  a  country

satisfies all the necessary conditions of the welfare state, i.e old age pension, health insurance

and unemployment insurance, it can sufficiently be a welfare state either as a Liberal welfare

regime, Social democratic welfare regime or Corporatist welfare regime. The concept of risk

is, too, multilevel and also multidimensional because both its ontological attributes that make

it to be a risk and the epistemological dimensions are more than one.

Discussions of ‘risk’ are in fact not new and the concept has been widely used in various

disciplines. Pinning down the boundary of the concept is important especially in order to

combine the theoretical discussion with empirical analysis. I conceptualize risk to consist of

two levels; the theoretical level and the empirical level. At the level of theory, what should be

discussed are the essential characteristics that define risk to be a risk (Goertz 2005). Firstly,

the ambiguity surrounding the concept in literature on new risk has resulted from the lack of a

clear distinction between the concept of risk and that of socioeconomic changes. Some of the

suggested changes in the characteristics of risk are actually socioeconomic changes not

changes in risk. Secondly, to confine the wide coverage, I add ‘social’ to the concept of risk.

Thus,  I  propose  the  analysis  of  ‘social  risk’  instead  of  any  kind  of  other  ‘risk’.  There  are

various kinds of risk that may happen to anyone. Sources of risk are suggested to be various,

ranging from individual level, such as illness, injury, old age, crime and unemployment to

macro level, such as earthquakes, drought, coup d’etat or war (Holsmann and Jorgensen

2000). However, the concept of risk in this study relates exclusively to those risks that

contain a characteristic of sociological regularity and risks that occur in a social context. This

paper defines the concept of social risk to consist of three necessary conditions that make an

the empirical coverage (extension). Similarly, Satori explains that “The connotation and the
denotation of a concept are inversely related” (Satori 2009: 118).
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event be a social risk (i.e. the essential characteristics of social risk): the threat to basic living,

structural problem and social impact.  These  attributes  are  what  mark  the  boundary  of  the

concept of social risk and a phenomenon has to have all three characteristics to be defined as

a social risk.

[Figure 1 here]

Threat to basic living refers  to  situations  or  an  undesirable  event  that  threatens

individuals’ standard economic level of living. In other words, falling into economic poverty

is a risk for individuals as it is associated with the lack of material resources. In this study,

economic poverty is related to poverty in the social context, understood through the concept

of relative poverty. Theory suggests that as societies become more affluent, the standard

economic level of living is also gradually adjusted upward and the level of standard living

also becomes adjusted (Sen 1992; Townsend 1979). Normally, empirical studies or

governmental databases adopt the definition of relative poverty as the percentage of persons

living with incomes below 50 or 60 percent of the national median income.

Social impact refers to the risk that has an impact or influence in that society. The

concept of social impact was theorized first psychologically by Latané (1981), but the

concept developed to be more general and it is used to assess the consequences of policies,

programs,  projects  and  development  etc.  Here,  this  dimension  of  the  theory  level

understanding of risk refers to a risk that is not confined just to individuals, but which has

greater consequences for, influence or impact on substantial portions of society.

Structural problem refers to the kinds of risk that are manmade, but where the control of

risk is beyond individual capacity. Social force or structural problem that is external to the

individuals may affect, for instance, the increase in individuals’ suicide rates. For the concept

of social risk, unemployment due to economic recession, market failure and/or government

failure can be a few among many examples. The negative pole (something that is not a

structural problem) could be unemployment (either temporary or long-term) due to personal

choice for various reasons, e.g. laziness, health problem etc.

This study confines social risk as the concept which satisfies all three necessary

conditions and mathematically a logical AND is applied to pin down the boundary of social
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risk5.  That  means  that  a  social  risk  is  a  phenomenon that  is  a threat to basic living AND a

structural problem AND has a social impact.

[Figure 2 here]

Once the essential characteristics for social risk are defined, we need to discuss the

empirical aspects of social risks. Based on the previous discussion of new risk, empirical

dimensions  of  social  risk  that  are  to  be  analyzed  in  this  study  are unemployment, non-

standard employment and individuals in poverty. Each of these three dimensions of empirical

level social risk satisfies the three theoretical conditions that qualify social phenomena as

social risk6. In other words, this level is structured by logical OR meaning that each

dimension is a sufficient condition of social risk and each dimension is defined as social risk

Conceptualization of Social Risk

Unemployment is one indicator of social risk. The International Labour Organization

defines "unemployed workers" as those who are currently not in paid work, but are willing

and able to work for pay, currently available to work, and have actively been searching for

work. It has been widely discussed that unemployment increases individuals’ susceptibility to

malnutrition, illness, mental stress, loss of self-esteem and that long term unemployment may

lead individuals to fall into economic poverty. Unemployment and/or long-term

unemployment also have a cost for society: Dehesa and Snower (2006: 1) describe

unemployment as “a colossal waste of human potential and national product; it is responsible

for poverty and inequality; it erodes human capital; it creates social and political tension

wherever it strikes”.

The literature explains that unemployment, at least in the West, was a cyclical

phenomenon during the postwar industrial period. However, it is suggested that in the

postindustrial period, long term unemployment has increased because the market for

manufacturing is saturated and the demand has decreased (Iversen 2001). During the ‘golden

5 In the fuzzy set method, “Logical AND (*)” represents compound sets when two or more set are
combined. The “logical OR(+)” refers to the unions of sets and it is expressed with summation in the
equation.
6 However, just as new symptoms can be found from different person or in different circumstances
even by the same disease, social risk may have more possible symptoms i.e more indicators are
possible.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Labour_Organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-esteem
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age’ of the welfare state, i.e. until the early 1970’s, the demand for manufacturing goods was

both income-elastic and price-elastic (Iversen 2001). In other words, the demand of

manufactured goods increased as income grew and also as the price decreased. Higher

income increased demand for manufactured goods and the increase of productivity lowered

the price, which in turn also increased demand. An increase of demand meant an increase in

employment. This implied that productivity growth, demand and employment all had positive

links in manufacturing industries. However, it is suggested that due to increasing labour

productivity and market saturation, the price-elasticity of the demand of manufactured good

decreased and due to the rapid increase of labour productivity, the increase of output stopped

bringing an increase in employment (Iversen and Wren 1998). This increase of productivity

in the manufacturing sector is another suggested reason for long-term unemployment in

postindustrial economies (Bamoul 1967) and the lack of capacity to absorb the surplus labour

due to the soft nature of the service sector and increase in women’s labour force participation

(Esping-Andersen 1993). As far as the poorly skilled are concerned, it is harder for them to

be employed in a society which provides high premium to the skilled and those in possession

of knowledge. However, this argument is testable in the context of Asian countries, where

youth employment is often unachievable even to those with high levels of education.

Non-standard employment refers to employment other than permanent salaried

employment. The OECD defines non-standard workers as those who are temporary workers

and part-time workers. In addition, temporary work includes work on fixed term contracts,

temporary agency work, seasonal work and on call work. The characteristics of non-standard

employment differ from informal work because the former denotes non-standard jobs by

formal enterprises, while the term ‘informalization’ refers to the increase in traditional forms

of informal employment.

The conventional wisdom that states should apply labour policies of flexibilization and

deregulation in order to benefit from globalization is widely spread (Lee and Eyraud 2008,

Edward and Lustig, 1997). It is also argued that the increase of the share of the service sector

in national output tends to create more precarious employment. Krugman (1996) stressed the

paradoxical principle in postindustrial economies when he stated that “the kinds of jobs that

grow over time are not the things we do well but the things we do badly … it takes as many

people to serve a meal or man a cash register” (Krugman 1996: 212-13). Non-standard

employment is also precarious because of its informal employment arrangements. Many

workers do not have a written contract specifying the terms and conditions for their
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employment and/or at best they have implicit contracts based on verbal agreements (Lee and

Eyraud 2008). For example, the Republic of Korea reported that 39 per cent of employees

had no written employment contracts in the mid 2000s. (Lee and Yoo 2008). Furthermore, the

widening income gaps are suggested to be related to the ongoing deregulation and

casualization of employment as non-standard workers tend to earn less than standard workers

(Lee and Eyraud 2008). The OECD stated that “in Japan and Korea, workers holding

irregular jobs are paid between 40% and 60% less per hour than regular workers, a gap that is

too large to be explained by productivity difference” (OECD, 2008). The OECD report also

states that this form of employment has a negative effect on the society not only because of

the increasing inequality in incomes, but also because non-standard workers tend to receive

less firm-based training than permanent workers and therefore it slows down and polarizes

human capital formation and productivity growth (OECD 2008).

Individuals in poverty represent the third dimension of the empirical level understanding

of social risk, which measures change in poverty. This dimension measures the change in

relative poverty rate and also the ways in which poverty is distributed across society as a

whole.

Declining wages among low skilled workers and the increase of inequality over the past

quarter of century has been suggested to be the outcome of different socioeconomic changes

(Blank, Danziger and Schoeni 2006). Globalization, skill-biased technological change,

changes in policy and labour relations are some suggested reasons for the growing

inequalities (OECD 2008). Some put emphasis on the fact that increase of inequality rates in

some OECD countries are due to the absolute and/or relative decrease of wages. In the case

of Western countries, low skilled workers were predominantly employed in the

manufacturing industry during the postwar period and strong mobilization among these

workers through trade unions enabled them to sustain high wages, as well as employment-

related benefits. However, wage compression is not associated with positive effects on

equality in postindustrial economies (Iversen and Wren 1998) and, although controversial,

union power is suggested to have also declined (Esping-Andersen 1993). It is also argued that

the stagnant productivity of the service sector hinders wage increase. Hacker (2004) discusses

the change in the role assumed by welfare states in managing individuals’ income risks. He

explains that ‘privatizing risk’ means “to fragment and undermine collective insurance pools

that offer reduced cost protection to higher-risk and lower-income citizens” (Hackers 2004:

249). Huber and Stephens argue that the socioeconomic changes of the 1990s and early 2000s
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“increased the social groups at risk and/or increased the risk of a given social groups to fall

into poverty” and suggested that the populations represented by less-educated working age

persons, single mothers and young adults are the new social risk groups (Huber and Stephens

2006).

Introducing the concept of Risk Shift and the fuzzy set approach

Returning our focus to ‘new’ in the risk discussion, in fact many of the suggested

concepts of risks-inequality, precarious work, low wage, people under poverty lines,

homeless  people,  working  poor,  unemployment,  female  poverty,  elderly  poverty  etc.  are  in

fact not very new. For example, unemployment, which is commonly suggested as an ‘old

risk’ in the new risk literature (Huber and Stephen 2006), still prevails and inequality which is

commonly  suggested  as  ‘new  risk’  in  fact  can  be  very  old.  These  social  risks  have  always

been at the center of social policy or welfare discussions and they certainly are not new social

risks. Hence, empirical analysis is critically important as the conceptualization of social risk

is hypothetical until the empirical level is examined7. In this study, instead of simply adding

an adjective ‘new’, the concept of ‘risk shift’ is introduced and the concept of ‘new’ is tested.

Rather than arguing the emergence of new risk, this study investigates the shift in the

characteristics of social risk by kind and by degree.

The method of fuzzy set qualitative analysis which was introduced to by Charles Ragin

(2000) is employed to measure the ‘risk shift’. Recognizing the methodological limitations of

both qualitative and quantitative comparative research in social science, a number of scholars

employed fsQCA to combine merits from both sides (Braumoeller 2003, Castles 2001,

Castles 2002, Ebbinghaus and Visser 1999, Hicks 1999, Koenig-Archibugi 2004, Kvist 1999,

Pennings 2003, Schneider 2006, Stryker, Eliason 2003, Veugelers 2005, Kats and Vom Hau

and Mahoney 2005, Vis 2007, See for an overview Lee, 2009). In this paper, two extended

approaches of fuzzy set method are utilized, namely the configurational approach (Ragin

2000, Ragin 2009) and the ideal type approach (Kvist 1999, 2006). To make sense of the

heterogeneity within the concept of social risk in an encompassing manner, diverse theories

were engaged and multiple aspects of social risk were investigated above. This

configurational approach allows us to examine different types of a same phenomenon, social

7 Any concepts are hypothetical until it can empirically reflect the real world (Goretz 2006).
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risk. In other words, social risk is viewed as a configuration of the three dimensions

(unemployment, non-standard employment and individuals in poverty) and 8 (23) types

(configuration) of social risk are possible, which allow for the complexity of social risk.

The ideal type approach which is an extension of the configurational approach exploits

the notion of fuzzy sets, establishing a degree of membership (Kvist 1999, 2006). In the fuzzy

logic, the fuzzy truth represents membership in sets, which are defined by the researcher by

establishing qualitative breakpoints of 1 and 0. Between these breakpoints, cases are given a

fuzzy membership score, which is determined by the researcher as well and permits the

scaling of the membership score and allows partial membership. Calibration8 itself is

pertinent for comparative social research in many aspects as a researcher can compare

qualitative concepts quantitatively (Ragin 2007). Logically 8 different ideal types of social

risk can be generated and each case has a membership score for each type of social risk.

However, the type with the highest membership score represents that the case is a member of

that type of social risk. For example, Korea/1981 can have a membership score 0.3 for the

ideal type U*N*P and 0.7 for u*N*P. Membership scores indicate that the case Korea/1981 is

a u*N*P type rather than a U*N*P types because the membership score of u*N*P is higher

than the U*N*P type9. When calculating the membership scores of each ideal type, two rules

of fuzzy sets method are applied: logical negation and minimum rule (Ragin 2007).

A case can logically have different fuzzy membership scores for different sets. A case can

have a fuzzy membership value for the set U but can also have a fuzzy membership value for

the set not-U (here represented as ‘u’) which is 1-U. For example, if Korea/1981’s

memberships score for the set U is 0.3, its membership score for not-U is 0.7. This is called

the rule of logical negation. The minimum rule is applied to calculate the membership scores

for each ideal type which are a combination of three different dimensions (U and N and P). A

case’s membership score for each combinations which are formed by logical and (here

represented by *) is equal to the lowest score in any of the dimensions.). Hence, if the

membership score for U, N, P is 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively, membership score of the

8 Calibration in fuzzy-set method is the membership scoring scheme. It is a standard developed by the
researcher which makes measurement directly interpretable. In natural science for example, a
temperature of 20 degrees Celsius is interpretable because it is situated in between 0 degrees and 100
degrees (Ragin 2007).
9 ‘U’ refers to high unemployment and ‘u’ is low unemployment. So for example ‘u*n*p’ would be a type that
have low unemployment rate AND low non-standard employment rate AND low rate of individuals in poverty.
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configuration U*N*P is 0.4.10

The analysis commences with examining risks in 18 OECD countries in order to

investigate the how risks are shifting in a comparative perspective. The time span stretches

from 1981 to 2007 with 8 time points. Each case (for example Korea/1981, Korea/2007,

US/1981,  etc.)  is  assigned  a  membership  score  for  each  empirical  dimension  of  social  risk

and  these  dimensions  compose  8  logical  configurations,  or  social  risk  types.  When

interpreting the membership scores, the fuzzy set ideal type approach is utilized. Membership

score 1 indicates that a case is fully in the ideal type of that dimension and membership score

0 indicates that a case is fully out of the ideal type. Cases also have membership scores

between 0 and 1, and 0.5 is the crossover point for a case to be fairly in or out of the type.

Analysis of Risk Shift in 18 countries

Unemployment

It  is  extremely  difficult  for  any  researcher  or  any  policy  maker  to  support  their

argument that a country has a high employment rate or a low employment rate. It is difficult

because the assumed breakpoints for unemployment rate to be called high or low is

profoundly qualitative. The strength of the fuzzy set approach is its ability to measure the

changes in the unemployment rate not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively. Fuzzy set

approach  is  qualitative  as  the  breakpoints  of  fully  in,  fully  out  and  the  crossover  point  are

decided by the researcher’s substantive knowledge on both context and knowledge of the

country cases under discussion. This involvement of the researcher in deciding the qualitative

breakpoints are open to criticism for not properly translating data into appropriate

membership scores. However, by being as transparent about the logics of the choices made as

possible is one way to resolve such a challenge. The fuzzy set approach is also quantitative

since the data is calibrated to measure the changes in degree once the breakpoints are

established.

In  fact  for  the  dimensions  of  risk  such  as  unemployment,  empirical  facts  are

profoundly important. In other words, an accumulation of empirical facts actually provides

important information for understanding the case in its own context and it enables a

10 The concept of maximum rule which is for the logical OR is the opposite of minimum rule. If the
membership score for U, N, P is 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively, membership score of the configuration
U+N+P is 0.8.
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researcher to make qualitative decisions within a comparative perspective. Therefore, I start

by  examining  the  unemployment  rates  in  18  OECD  countries  which  have  advanced

economies from year 1981 to 2007. With some missing data, 475 cases are examined.

The mean for unemployment levels is 7.42 % and a standard deviation of 4.03.

Giving  more  attention  to  cases,  it  is  possible  to  notice  that  a  few  time  points  have

unemployment rates that exceed 20 per cent (the maximum being 23.88%) and these rates

impact on the overall average. Cases with unemployment rates above 20 per cent are mostly

from Spain, an exceptional country in this sense. Also, Nordic countries show exceptionally

high unemployment rates around the year 1993 compared to their unemployment levels in

different time points. This indicates the impact of the financial crisis in Nordic countries in

1993. Ireland also had a high unemployment rate, above 15% in the mid 1990s, but this

sharply decreased in the 2000s. Ireland transformed itself from an agricultural economy to a

post-industrial  economy  of  high  technology  and  was  referred  to  as  the  ‘Celtic  tiger’  in  the

1990s. Some of that transformation was made possible by generous EU structural funds, a

system in place to reduce inequalities across the Member States of the European Union. In

addition, a quite light taxation regime was introduced to attract foreign companies. In contrast

to the countries explored above, the average unemployment rate in the three Asian countries

is 3.52%, which is substantially lower than the mean of the 18 countries reviewed here.

[Figure 3 here]

Plotting the frequency of each unemployment rate among 475 cases, we can notice that most

cases are concentrated to be under about 12 per cent. Since one of the aims of this study was

to examine closely the changes in the three Asian countries which have comparatively low

unemployment rate (Korea, Japan and Hong Kong), I intentionally pay less attention to the

countries that have had exceptionally high unemployment rates like Spain, the Nordic

countries after the economic crisis, and also Ireland in 1980s to mid 1990s. In other words, it

is less important to examine the degree of high unemployment when the cases already have

an exceptionally high unemployment rate. With this intention and knowledge on cases, the

breakpoint for a fully in high unemployment ideal type is set to be 11%11. About 18 per cent

of the cases have higher rates than 11% and they have a membership score of 1, therefore.

The lower 2 per cent of all cases has an unemployment rate lower than 2% and these cases

11 This is slightly lower than the sum of mean and standard deviation.
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show very little variance. Considering Asian countries’ low unemployment rates, the

breakpoints for fully out of high unemployment ideal type, and membership score 0, is set to

be 2%12.  Cases  with  unemployment  rates  between  2%  and  11%  are  given  continuous

membership scores that are between 0 and 1. However, setting the 0.5 cross-over points that is

based on qualitative knowledge of the case is challenging. Unlike other studies which employed ideal

type approach to measure cases’ conformity to the theory based ideal types, the concept of ‘high’ and

‘low’ unemployment can be developed highly dependent on other empirical parameters like average,

median and distribution. Since case specific knowledge is engaged when setting the anchors of 1 and

0, the cross-over point was set at the middle point of each anchor with the justification that the

frequency of rates is fairly distributed. Hence, the 0.5 crossover point is at 6.5% unemployment.

[Table 1 here]

Membership score 1 indicates that a case is fully in the high unemployment ideal

type and .5 is the breakpoint for a case to be considered a fairly high unemployment type. In

other words, membership score (x) indicates; x 0: fully low unemployment rate, 0<x<.5:

fairly low unemployment rate, .5 x<1: fairly high unemployment rate, 1 x: fully high

unemployment rate.

The membership scores of the all three Asian countries are low in all time points

showing no specific change. Austria is the only European country that has low membership

scores in all time points. Finland and Sweden experience a rapid increase of unemployment

rate from 1993 on, while the membership score falls after the mid-90s in Denmark and the

Netherlands. The Southern European countries, Spain, Greece and Italy, are almost fully

members of the high unemployment ideal type all throughout the analysed period. UK and

Ireland have high membership scores until the late 1990s, but these drop rapidly, scoring

around 0.2 in the 2000s. No general trends in the change of unemployment rate are examined,

though some countries cluster into groups: three Asian countries, Southern European

countries and Anglo-Saxon countries.

[Figure 4 here]

Unemployment is further examined by measuring how long-term unemployment

12 It is lower than the lower deviation of the mean of 18 countries, which is 3.39% (=7.42-4.03).
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rates have changed over time. The mean of the 426 cases (cases from 17 countries from 1981

to 2007 with missing data) is 3.14% and the standard deviation is 2.7. However, paying a

closer attention to cases in the context rather than the descriptive statistics is required in order

to make qualitative decisions. Spain and Ireland again stand out with their exceptionally high

long-term unemployment rates until the late 1990s. The long-term unemployment rates in the

rest of the countries vary from around 0% to 6%.

Similar to the observation made earlier, the calibration in this study does not intend

to measure changes within the exceptionally high rates of unemployment. The long-term

unemployment rate of Spain and Ireland are already high compared to other cases whether

the rates are 15% or 10% or even 7%. Hence, a long-term unemployment rate that is higher

than 6% is set as the criteria of fully high rate that is a fuzzy set score of 1. Two Asian states,

the  United  States  and  Sweden  show  relatively  low  rates  throughout  all  time  periods,  1.5%

being the highest of all three countries. Attempting to include the variance of rates in these

countries in the examination, long-term unemployment of 0.5% is set as a fuzzy-set score of

0.5, which essentially indicates that unemployment rates very near to 0% has a fuzzy set

score of 0. Hong Kong is omitted due to the unavailability of the data.

Korea, Japan, the United States and Austria show small changes and have very low

membership scores throughout all time points for long time unemployment. Although Finland

experienced dramatic changes during the financial crisis, the membership score has fallen and

together with that of other Nordic countries and thus they have fairly low membership scores.

The Southern European countries have high membership scores throughout most of the time

points, presenting no major changes, and this trend is similar in France and in Germany.

However, the UK and Ireland show a change from fairly low long-term unemployment rates

to high long-term unemployment rates from the late 1990s onwards.

[Table 2 here]

Non-standard Employment

In this study, non-standard employment comprises temporary employment and part time

employment  as  defined  by  the  OECD,  as  well.  Temporary  employment  rates  and  part-time

employment rates are examined separately. In terms of part-time employment rates, full-

time/part-time distinction in the main job is made on the basis of a spontaneous answer given

by the respondent in most European countries. In Sweden, the Netherlands, the Republic of
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Korea and in Japan, part-time is determined on the basis of whether the usual hours worked

are fewer than 35 per week or not. In the United States, part-time is determined by whether

the usual hours worked are fewer than 30 hours. Data from all European countries has been

retrieved from the European Labour Force Survey. Part-time employment rates for the

Republic of Korea, US, Japan and Hong Kong are from each country’s Labour Force

database.

The mean of all cases is 15.27% and a standard deviation of 8.28. Carefully examining

the cases, the Netherlands stands out to have distinctively high part-time employment rates

starting from the mid-1980s, ranging from around 26% to over 35%, while the rest of the

cases vary between 4% to around 25%. Giving less attention to the Netherlands’ case, with

rates higher than 26% in all time points, the breakpoint for the fully in membership score is

26%. Hence any case over 26% part-time employment has a membership score of 1. As the

variance in low part-time employment rate, less than 5%, is very small, 4.1% being the

minimum. Therefore 5% or lower is considered to be fully out of the ideal type high part-time

employment.  The  rest  of  the  cases  display  fairly  normal  distributions  around  15%  and  the

crossover point for a case to be a member of fairly high part-time employment is thus 15%.

[Table 3 here]

Distinctive from other Asian countries, only Japan became a country with high rates

of part-time employment from the early 1990s onwards. Interestingly, all of the southern

European countries have low membership scores while they had high membership scores for

unemployment rates, including long-term unemployment. In a quite different vein, Denmark,

Sweden and also Ireland, which had low membership scores for long-term unemployment,

now have high membership scores for part-time employment rates. This indicates that low

rates of long-term employment may have been possible because the part-time jobs absorbed

that surplus of labour force. However, Denmark, the Netherlands and the UK show high

membership scores throughout all time periods despite the changes from high to low in the

membership scores for unemployment rates.

Next, temporary employment rates are examined. Employees with temporary

contracts are those who declare themselves as having a fixed term employment contract or a

job  which  will  terminate  if  certain  objective  criteria  are  met,  such  as  completion  of  an

assignment or return of the employee who was temporarily replaced. For Hong Kong, casual
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employment consisting of employment on a day-to-day basis or for a fixed period of less than

60 days is considered temporary employment. Most European countries have full data sets

regarding temporary employment from the 1980s onwards. However, data for Hong Kong

and the United States are from special topic reports or a supplementary report, which

provided temporary employment rates for 3 to 4 time points only.

Examining the cases, Spain and two Asian countries, the Republic of Korea and

Japan, show exceptionally high rates compared to other cases. Temporary employment rates

are around 30% for these countries, while other cases are fairly distributed between about 4%

to around 22%. Hence the breakpoint for fully in the high temporary employment type is

22%, while 4% or lower is fully out and 13% is the crossover point for a case to be a member

of fairly high temporary employment type.

Differing from the trend and patterns of membership scores for part-time

employment, both Korea and Japan are fairly or fully in the high temporary employment

ideal type, while Hong Kong is fully out throughout all its time points. All the three Anglo-

Saxon countries have low membership scores throughout all time periods. However,

membership scores of continental European countries, including the Netherlands, changed

from low to high from around 2001. While all Southern European countries had low

membership scores for part-time employment, patterns are diverse in terms of temporary

employment. Spain is a high temporary employment type in all time points, while Italy joined

the group of high temporary employment only since 2007.

[Table 4 here]

Individuals in Poverty

‘Individuals in poverty’ is measured by two different indicators: Gini coefficient and

relative poverty rate. The Gini coefficient is a measure of inequality in income distribution. A

low Gini coefficient indicates more equal income distribution while a high Gini coefficient

indicates more unequal distribution. The Gini coefficient can be calculated differently

depending on the coverage of the population (urban, rural or total), unit of analysis

(household or persons) and whether it is the income after transfer/tax or before, gross income

or disposable income. The Gini coefficient in this study is taken from the OECD database

without exception and refers to households’ disposable income, except for the Republic of

Korea. Here, the Gini coefficient represents governmental data and refers to urban

households’ disposable income. Considering the fact that more than 70% of the population

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Income_inequality_metrics
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lives in an urban area and noticing that the Gini coefficient recalculated by the government

from 1990 is  only  slightly  lower  than  the  recalculated  OECD comparable  data,  for  Korea  I

use the Gini coefficient of urban household’s disposable income for all available time points.

Comparable Gini coefficients for Hong Kong are unavailable, so Hong Kong is once more

excluded from the analysis.

The distribution of Gini coefficients in the selected countries is normal in reference

to the mean. However, the United States, the UK, Spain and Portugal have high Gini

coefficients of over 35% in most time period. The break point for fully in the high inequality

type is 35%, 22% or lower is fully out and 28.5%, which is the mean of both ends, marks the

crossover point for a case to be a member of fairly high inequality group.

[Table 5 here]

None  of  the  Nordic  countries  show  any  significant  change.  In  all  time  points  their

membership score is substantially lower than the crossover point. Often points are even fully

out of the inequality type. Although higher, Netherland, Austuria and Germany have fairy

low inequlity  in  income distribution.  All  of  the  Southern  European  countries  as  well  as  the

Anglo-Saxon countries have high membership scores indicating that they are in the high

inequality type. Although there is a cluster of similar types, there are no significant changes

of low to high or high to low in most of the countries. Interestingly, however, there is a

substantial change in the Republic of Korea’s membership scores from low to high from the

late 1990s onwards.

[Figure 5 here]

Individuals in poverty as a dimension is measured by examining the relative poverty

rates in each countries. Relative poverty rate refers to the rate of population living under 50%

of the median income. A plot of the frequency of relative poverty rates shows that it is fairly

distributed with two peak points. However, there are some cases of exceptionally high rates,

relative  poverty  being  over  16%.  The  US  at  different  points  in  time  stands  out  having

particularly high relative poverty rates in all time points, around 17%. However, Sweden and

the Netherlands in the 1980s had relative poverty rates that were even lower than 4%. The

break point for fully in the high relative poverty type is 16%, 4% or lower is fully out and

10%,  which  is  the  mean of  both  ends,  is  the  crossover  point  for  a  case  to  be  a  member  of

fairly high relative poverty type.
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Likewise, the membership scores for the Gini coefficients, membership scores for

relative poverty, presents clusters rather than a change over time. All of the Southern

European countries as well as most of the Anglo-Saxson countries have high membership

scores in every time points except for the UK, which is fairly out of the high relative poverty

ideal type in all time points. Nordic countries have very low membership scores and show

almost no change over time. The Netherlands, France, Germany and Austria are also fairly

out of the high relative poverty rate ideal type in all time points. However, there is a gradual

increase in the membership scores in Austria and Germany. Next, the following section takes

the analysis further to examine whether risk as a configuration has shifted in different

trajectories.

[Table 6 here]

Configurational Analysis

The  fuzzy  set  method  enables  us  to  examine  two  modes  of  change:  the  change  in

type (difference in kind) and the change in the conformity to the ideal type (difference in

degree). This study commenced with the question of whether there is diversity in the

characteristics of risk and trajectories of risk shift.

First,  the  three  dimensions  of  risk  were  further  divided  into  two:  unemployment

(unemployment and long-term unemployment), nonstandard employment (part-time

employment and temporary employment), and individuals in poverty (Gini coefficient and

relative poverty rate). Utilizing the concept of logical OR, the highest membership score

among the two indicators for each dimension represents the membership score of the

dimension. For example, the case Japan/1985 has membership score 0.44 for the part-time

employment indicator and 0.76 for temporary unemployment. Since the nonstandard

employment dimension can be represented by part-time employment rate OR temporary

employment rate13, the highest score which is 0.76 is the membership score of the

nonstandard employment dimension for case Japan/1985.

Once the membership scores for each case in each dimension are assessed, risk as a

combination of three dimensions is analyzed. Cases with membership scores that are higher

13 The logical OR is operated here as either high part-time employment rate or temporary employment rate
indicates that a case is a member of a high non-standard employment type.
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than the crossover point (0.5) are fairly in the ideal type (high) and are presented with capital

letters (U, N, P). Cases with membership scores lower than the crossover point is fairly out of

the ideal type (low) presented with (u, n, p). For example, UK/1985 is U*N*P type, which

indicates that the risk is a high unemployment, high nonstandard employment and high

poverty type. The risk in Hong Kong/1989 is of a u*n*P type, which means that it is a low

unemployment, low nonstandard employment but high poverty type. After eliminating cases

which do not have membership scores for all three dimensions, the rest of the cases

conformed to 6 ideal types (type U*n*p is neglected since it was only found once in West

Germany/1989). Cases for the years 1981 and 2007 are omitted in the final table since less

than half of the countries had complete combinations (table 7). Membership scores for

unemployment rates and long-term unemployment rates show the same pattern, that is either

both high or both low, in almost all cases except for the Nordic countries around the financial

crisis. Regarding the unemployment dimension of the risk, this study aims to focus more on

the long-term unemployment aspect rather than on cyclical unemployment or unemployment

by shock, hence in the final configurational analysis only long-term unemployment (table 2)

is incorporated.

Firstly, the change in type is examined. Contrary to the new risk argument, there is a

divergence in the characteristics of risk. 6 different types of risk are found: Employment

Insecurity (U*N*p), Flexicurity (u*N*p), Complicated Risk (U*N*P), Insecure Flexibility

(u*N*P), Income Insecurity (u*n*P) and Insecure Inflexibility (U*n*P).  Countries  tend  to

cluster in groups while there is a weak evidence of a general shift in kind from one type to

another. Following graphs presents a picture of how countries’ risk shift to one type to the

other in 20 years time14. The Insecure inflexibility (U*n*P) type, which is a combination of

high long-term unemployment, low nonstandard employment and high membership scores

for individuals in poverty, occurs often. The risk is described as insecure because of the high

membership score in the poverty dimension and high long-term unemployment without high

nonstandard employment suggests an inflexible labour market. Italy is in this type and shows

no shift in kind throughout the 20 years span (figure 6). Risk in France, Italy and Ireland are

all in the insecure inflexibility type as well until they start to diversify in the late 1990s (see

also table 7).

14 Further explaining about the graphs (see figure 6 for example), a case can have fuzzy membership score for
all 6 risk ideal types. The sharp graphs show that the case has high membership score for a particular risk ideal
type (ex, Italy in 1985) while the some other types can have similar membership scores of all risk ideal types
(ex, Germany in 1985).
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[Figure 6 here]

Spain is in the same type as Greece until the 1990s, i.e. complicated risk, which is a

combination of high membership scores in all three dimensions, but shifts towards the

insecure flexibility type from 2000s onwards. Greece, which was in the complicated risk

(U*N*P)  type,  seems  to  follow  the  trend  of  Italy  (U*n*P)  after  the  1990s  and  exhibit  an

inflexible labour market (figure 6).

[Figure 7 here]

[Figure 8 here]

In fact, the insecure flexibility type, which is a combination of low long-term

unemployment, high nonstandard employment and high in relative poverty rate, occurs most

often especially in the later period. Ireland, the UK, the Republic of Korea and Japan start to

cluster from the late 1990s around the insecure flexibility type (table 7). The Republic of

Korea and Japan show similarity throughout the 20 years period only in terms of having low

long-term unemployment and high nonstandard employment. But from the late 1990s on,

Korea joins the group of insecure flexibility as its relative poverty rates increase (figure 7).

Interestingly,  the  US and  Hong Kong cluster  as  an income insecurity type (u*n*P) without

any shift to different kinds of risk (figure 8). Both countries have low membership scores for

both long-term unemployment and non-standard employment, but very high membership

scores for both relative poverty rates and inequality rates. Finland and the Netherlands are in

the employment insecurity type (U*N*p) before shifting to the flexicurity type (u*N*p) after

the late 1990s. However, both Demark and Sweden conform to the flexicurity type

throughout the period (figure 9). The employment insecurity type is associated with both high

long-term unemployment and high nonstandard employment rates, but low membership

scores regarding poverty. This means that the security of being employed is low compared to

the security from poverty. Germany is in this type until late 2000s and later shifts to the

complicated risk type as its membership score for poverty increases. France shifts from

insecure inflexibility to employment insecurity. As its non-standard employment rate

increases, its membership scores for the poverty dimension decreases.
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[Figure 9 here]

Interesting results are also found for the Scandinavian group and the Netherlands.

The question of whether the concept of flexicurity is negative or positive is highly debatable,

but here flexicurity appears as one of the 6 combinations. The flexicurity type refers to high

flexibility in labour market while being comparatively secured from poverty (high rates of

non-standard employment, low rates of individuals in poverty). This notion of ‘flexicurity’

has recently become popular in describing the European Labour market reform which some

describes it as a policy that “overcomes the tension between labour market flexibility on one

hand and social security on the other” (Viebrock and Clasen 2009). Denmark and Sweden

belong to the flexicurity type without any shift during the given period and Finland together

with the Netherlands joins the group of flexicurity type from the late 1990s onwards. As

examined above, there are diverse trajectories for multiple configurations of risk and

interesting  clusters  are  found,  such  as  US  –  Hong  Kong  and  UK  –  Ireland  clustering  with

Korea – Japan after the late 1990s.

[Table 7 here]

All countries conform to one or maximum three different types of risk and the degree

of change within the same type of risk is also measured. This enables us to compare different

countries’ membership scores that belong to the same type of risk. The risk in five countries,

Spain, UK, Ireland, the Republic of Korea and Japan, exhibits the insecure flexibility type at

least once. However, Ireland’s and Spain’s membership scores are not very high compared to

the two Asian countries. Ireland’s membership score of insecure inflexibility decreases

gradually and the risk finally shifts to the insecure flexibility type. In a rather different way,

Korea shows a rapid increase of membership scores in the insecure flexibility type, shifting

from flexicurity type, while the membership score is gradually reduced in Japan. Korea’s

membership score of insecure flexicurity is the highest in all cases, which indicates that a

shift  is  taking  place  with  speed.  The  UK  also  shifts  from  the complicated risk type to the

insecure flexibility type and its membership score for insecure flexibility is increasing. In

terms of the flexicurity type, all three Scandinavian countries are in this type with

membership scores over 0.7. Finland was highly in the employment insecurity type during the

economic crisis, but immediately shifted to a flexicurity type in the later period. The
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Netherlands is fairly in the type together with the Scandinavian group, but its membership

scores are lower than the Scandinavian countries. However, its membership scores of

flexicurity type  are  increasing  over  time,  which  increases  its  conformity  with  the  group.  In

case of US and Hong Kong, although they are both in the income insecurity type, the degree

of  change  differs.  The  US’  status  in  the income insecurity type strengthens, while Hong

Kong’s membership scores decrease in time. Complicated risk type occurs often in Spain and

Greece. However, Spain’s membership score increases as high as 0.95 in late 1990s but

decreases afterwards and shift to the insecure flexibility type.

Conclusion

This chapter set out with the question: “What is new risk and is it really ‘new’ rather

than ‘old’?”  In  order  to  utilize  the  fuzzy  set  method  that  encompasses  merits  of  both

qualitative and quantitative analysis, a conceptualization of the social risk concept using set

theory has been introduced. After a brief description of the method, three dimensions of risk

in 18 countries post-industrial countries were examined between 1981 and 2007 in order to

ground a comparative analysis. 6 types of risk have been found in 15 countries and its

changes in degree and in kind have been measured.

The 6 different types of risk identified are the following: Employment insecurity

(U*N*p), Flexicurity (u*N*p), Complicated risk (U*N*P), Insecure Flexibility (u*N*P),

Income Insecurity (u*n*P) and Insecure Inflexibility (U*n*P). Also, countries conform to

different types of risk and most countries tend to belong to certain types,  suggesting a path

dependency of risk shift. Social risk in Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands belong to

the flexicurity type and the US – Hong Kong cluster together belongs to the income insecurity

type. While Korea and Japan show similar trajectories, the UK and Ireland also cluster with

these two Asian countries around the insecure flexibility type. The findings of diverse types of

risk and diverse trajectories suggest an interesting implication: different welfare state

systems, social policy or patterns of socioeconomic change may result in different kinds of

risk even if countries are argued to be in a similar postindustrial stage. At the same time,

findings also suggest that the process of post-industrialization is different in different

countries. The investigation on the degree of change also indicates two conclusions. It attests

that social risk shifts either  belonging  to  the  same  type  or  gradually  shifting  to  a  different

type. The other implication is that the speed of shift differs even when countries belong to the
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same type.

Finally, I return to the discussion of the issue of allegedly ‘new’ risk in postindustrial

countries. The findings suggest that the types of risk are diverse and the speed or the

directions of shift are also diverse. However, there is no evidence of an emergence of a

uniform new social risk in the examined post-industrial countries. The explication of the

concept of risk in the beginning suggested that essential attributes of social risk are the same

whether new or old. The risk may be new when its characteristics are distinctively different

from the past or when the change is comparatively rapid. However, empirical evidence from

this study suggests that a country’s type of risk has shifted or is shifting to another type rather

than a new risk, strikingly different from that of the past. Post-industrial transition may have

reinforced a certain type of risk, leading to changes in degree, or led to a different

combination, but the essential attributes are the same. This paper has investigated social risk

in 18 countries to rethink the concept of new risk in post-industrial countries. It contributes to

the new risk discussion with its finding on diverse types and trajectories of risk and suggests

a further inquiry on the cause factors that generates such differences.
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Social Risk= Threat to Basic Living * Structural Problem * Social Impact
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Figure 1 Theory Level of the Social Risk Concept
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Figure 3  Frequency of Unemployment Rates
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Table 1
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Unemployment rates* in 18 post-industrial countries from
1981 to 2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea .18 .13 .05 .06 .05 .13 .11 .08

Japan .04 .05 .04 .05 .09 .25 .17 .2

Hong Kong .1 .08 0 0 .04 .26 .33 .13

Denmark .92 .72 .77 .96 .3 .15 .22 .1

Sweden .06 .07 0 .83 .93 .25 .71 .42

Finland .23 .26 .08 1 1 .87 .8 .56

Netherlands 1 1 .79 .43 .31 .05 .27 .1

France .6 .94 .91 1 1 .85 .85 .75

Germany - - .33 .73 .92 .73 1 .83

Austria .08 .01 .07 .16 .15 .1 .27 .17

Greece .14 .73 .67 .86 .91 .94 .91 .77

Italy .73 .95 1 .93 .1 .9 .72 .42

Spain 1 1 1 1 1 .95 .88 .79

UK - 1 .63 .94 .6 .21 .19 .28

Ireland .95 1 1 1 .95 .11 .16 .19

US .7 .63 .28 .58 .24 .21 .26 .2

*The membership score 1 represent that a country’s unemployment rate is fully high and 0 represent
that the rate is fully low. The definition of unemployment rate: Employment/activity rates represent
employed/active persons as a percentage of same age total population. Unemployment rates represent
unemployed persons as a percentage of the active population. Source of the original data: OECD data
base, ILO labour statistics, European Labour Force survey.
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Figure 4 Long-term Unemployment Rates of Selected 8 countries from 1980 to 2008

Source of Data: ILO Labour statistics
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Table 2
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Long-term Unemployment rates* in 17 post-industrial
countries from 1981 to2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea - - .05** .05 .05 .05 0 0

Japan .06 .06 .06 .06 .08 .13 .17 .13

Denmark .79 .42 .21 .42 .17 .1 .13 .08

Sweden .05 .06 .05 .17 .01 .12 .13 .08

Finland .12 .1 0 .95 .79 .3 .26 .17

Netherland .94 1 .79 .47 .37 .08 .26 .15

France .37 .75 .66 .64 .88 .53 .64 .53

Germany - - - .5 .88 .71 1 .88

Austria - - - .11 .16 .1 .15 .3

Greece .4** .61 .71 .88 .93 .94 .92 .77

Italy .88 1 1 .96 1 1 .71 .45

Spain .94 1 1 1 1 .79 .4 .26

UK - .95 .47 .83 .45 .15 .11 .15

Ireland .93 1 1 1 .95 .13 .16 .16

US .07 .08 .06 .09 .06 .06 .08 .07

*Definition: Long-term unemployed persons are persons who have been unemployed for one year or
more. ** Fuzzy-set score of Korea 1989 is correspondent to long-term employment rate in 1990,
Greece, 1983 is used instead of 1981. Source of the original data:  OECD  data  base,  ILO  labour
statistics, European Labour Force survey
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Table 3
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Part-time employment rates in 18 post-industrial countries
from 1981 to2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea - - .05 .07 .08 .17 .3 .34

Japan .22 .44 .21 .58 .74 .68 .72 .75

Hong Kong - .24 .23 .13 .19 .23 .28 .28

Denmark .92 .93 .91 .91 .89 .81 .88 .93

Sweden - - - 1 .93 .84 .94 .94

Finland - -  - .27 .25 .28 .4 .43

Belgium .1 .12 .18 .34 .48 .73 .88 .88

Netherland .85    .9 1 1 1 1 1 1

France .16 .22 .29 .42 .62 .6 .64 .65

Germany .32 .34 .38 .51 .67 .82 .93 1

Austria - - - .42 .49 .65 .85 .89

Greece .07 .05 0 0 0 0 .04 .05

Portugal - .06 .06 .09 .17 .24 .24 .29

Italy 0 .05 .05 .05 .08 .14 .34 .39

Spain - .05 0 .07 .11 .11 .31 .27

UK .75 .85 .87 .91 .94 .94 .95 .95

Ireland .07 .07 .09 .21 .3 .61 .64 .7

US .48 .48 .45 .48 .39 .34 .34 .32

Source of the original data: Data of Republic of Korea and Japan is from each country’s national
statistics bureau. Hong Kong Special topic report, US Supplementary report for the labour force
survey and the rest of the data regarding the European countries has been retrieved from the European
Labour Force Survey.
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Table 4
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Temporary employment rates in 18 post-industrial
countries from 1981 to 2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea - - 1 1 1 1 1 1

Japan - .76 .92 .93 1 1 1 1

HongKong 0 0 0

Denmark - .44 .26 .31 .34 .22 .25 .19

Sweden - - - .52 .42 .73 .74 .83

Finland - -  - .77 .8 .84 .77 .73

Belgium .07 .11 .06 .06 .09 .19 .2 .18

Netherland .08    .13 .17 .26 .37 .61 .7 .85

France .03 .05 .17 .32 .5 .66 .59 .62

Germany - .26 .33 .28 .39 .45 .59 .63

Austria - - - .08 .14 .16 .21 .02

Greece .75 .94 .8 .29 .31 .54 .4 .33

Portugal - .62 .87 .25 .43 .92 .9 .1

Italy .1 .06 .09 .08 .15 .23 .44 .52

Spain - .71 1 1 1 1 1 1

UK .07 .11 .07 .08 .13 .1 .08 .08

Ireland .08 .12 .18 .22 .22 .05 0 .12

US - - - .26 .22 .22 .31

Source of the original data: European household panel survey. National statistics bureau of Republic
of Korea, National statistics bureau Japan, Hong Kong Special topic report, US Supplementary report
to the labour force survey.
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Table 5
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Gini coefficients in 18 post-industrial countries from1981
to 2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea - - .43 .33 .58 .75 .72 .8

Japan .72 .79 .86 .91 .91 .85 -

Denmark - 0 .05 0 0 0 .07

Sweden 0 0 0 0 .05 .1 .07 -

Finland .04 0  0 .04 .1 .1 .07 -

Belgium .32 .38 .44 .49 .52 .49 .32 -

Netherland .18    .21 .37 .45 .45 .39 .33 -

France .81 .78 .72 .58 .45 .45 .45 -

Germany - .21 .21 .29 .33 .4 .66 -

Austria - .08 .08 .09 .13 .2 .27 -

Greece 1 1 .93 .93 .94 .92 .86 -

Portugal .96 .94 .91 .96    1 1 1    -

Italy .75 .68 .87 .95 .95 1 -

Spain -    1 .95 .94 .95 .93 .84 -

UK .76 .88 1 1 1 1 .92 -

Ireland - .91 .9 .88 .81 .78 .9

US .91 .94 .96 1 1 1 1 -

Source of the original data: OECD data base, Korean National Statistics Bureau.

Figure 5  Frequency of Different Relative Poverty Rates
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Table 6
Fuzzy-set membership scores of the Set of Relative Poverty rates in 18 post-industrial countries from
1981 to2007

1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2007

Rep. Korea - - - - - - .92 .93

Japan .75 .84 .92 .94 .94 .94 -

Hong Kong - - .66 .93 1 1    1 -

Denmark - .11 .12 .07 .06 .07 .08

Sweden .05 0 0 0 .05 .08 .08 -

Finland .26 .07  .07 .07 .11 .13 .19 -

Belgium - .92 - .63 .59 .56 .35 -

Netherlands      0    0 .07 .14 .17 .16 .23 -

France - .29 .19 .19 .18 .19 .18 -

Germany - .12 .14 .27 .31 .4 .63 -

Austria - .11 .14 .2 .41 .41 .14 -

Greece 1 .86 .87 .89 .88 .87 .81 -

Portugal - - .89 .91    .9 .88 .83    -

Italy .54 .75 .87 .85 .73 .68 -

Spain -    .9 .84 .78 .84 .88 .9 -

UK .11 .12 .24 .42 .5 .46 .29 -

Ireland - .58 .63 .66 .86 .95 .93

US 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -

Source of the original data: OECD  data  base.  Data  for  Hong  Kong  and  the  Republic  of  Korea
originates from each country’s statistics bureau.
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Figure 6 Risk Shift between 1985 to 2005 in Greece, Spain, Italy, Germany
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Figure 7 Risk Shift between 1985-2005 in Rep. Korea, Japan, UK, Ireland
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Figure 8 Risk Shift between 1985 to 2005 in US and Hong Kong
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Figure 9 Risk Shift between 1985 to 2005 in Denmark, Sweden and Finland
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Table 7
Fuzzy-set membership scores of Risk in ideal types of 15 post-industrial countries from 1981 to 2007

1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005

DEK u*N*p
Flexicurity

.58

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.79

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.58

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.83

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.81

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.87
SWE - - u*N*p

Flexicurity
.83

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.93

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.84

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.87
FIN - - U*N*p

Employment
insecurity

.77

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.79

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.7

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.74
NTH U*N*p

Employment
insecurity

.8

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.63

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.53

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.63

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.61

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.67
GER - U*n*p U*N*p

Employment
insecurity

.51

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.67

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.6

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.66

FRA U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.75

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.66

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.58

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.55

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.53

U*N*p
Employment

insecurity
.55

ITA U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.75

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.75

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.87

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.85

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.77

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.56

IRE U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.88

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.82

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.78

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.7

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.61

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.64

GRE U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.61

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.71

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.71

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.69

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.54

U*n*P
Insecure

Inflexibility
.6

SPA U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.71

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.7

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.94

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.95

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.79

U*n*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.6

UK U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.85

u*n*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.53

U*N*P
Complicated

risk
.83

u*n*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.55

u*n*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.85

u*n*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.89

KOR - u*N*p
Flexicurity

.57

u*N*p
Flexicurity

.67

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.58

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.75

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.95
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JAP u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.75

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.84

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.92

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.92

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.87

u*N*P
Insecure

Flexibility
.83

US u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.52

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.55

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.52

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.61

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.66

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.66

HK - u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.66

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
87

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
81

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.74

u*n*P
Income

insecurity
.67
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